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aero commander 500 family the aero commander 500 family is a series of
light twin piston engined and turboprop aircraft originally built by the
aero design and engineering company in the late 1940s renamed the aero
commander company in 1950 and later a division of rockwell
international in 1965 browse a wide selection of new and used
commander 500 aircraft for sale near you at controller com the leading
aircraft marketplace the shrike commander is the latest version of the
well known aero commander 500 with an extended nose and other
features that deal mainly with styling and extras the 500 is
unsurpassed in many ways and enjoys pilot respect two roaring engines
front and rear entry doors unique high wing looks silky handling and one
of the world s coolest names make twin commander s 500s shrike
commander a pilot s dream oh and don t forget that aviation legend bob
hoover used to barrel roll it while pouring a glass of iced tea this aero
commander 500a has 4 193 hours on the airframe 1 429 hours on its
right side continental io 520 engine and 1 438 hours on the left side
there are 334 hours on the right propeller and the aero commander 500
family is a series of light twin piston engined and turboprop aircraft
originally built by the aero design and engineering company in the late
1940s renamed the aero commander company in 1950 and later a division
of rockwell international in 1965 legendary aircraft designer ted smith
developed the aero commander 500 after recognizing a need for light
twins in the budding ga market the twin commander 500 is a light twin
piston engined turboprop aircraft manufactured by aero commander it
was introduced in july 1946 the twin commander 500 family is comprised
of about 16 variants all the initial production version was the 200
mph seven seat aero commander 520 seating up to six persons it was
produced in two versions the 500a with two 194 kw 260 hp
continental io 470 m engines and the 500b with two 216 kw 290 hp
lycoming io 540 b1a engines deliveries of the latter model commenced in
july 1960 the 500 series twins have generous cabins many have modern
interiors configured in club configuration we consider the 500 twin
commander a load hauler and the cabin is as big as you d expect there s
no crawling around the seats as in a cessna 310 or piper aztec the aero
commander 500 family is a series of light twin piston engined and
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turboprop aircraft originally built by the aero design and engineering
company in the late 1940s renamed the aero the aero commander 500
family is a series of light twin piston engined and turboprop aircraft
originally built by the aero design and engineering company in the late
1940s renamed the aero commander company in 1950 and a division of
rockwell international from 1965 aero commander was an aircraft
manufacturer formed in 1944 in subsequent years it became a subsidiary
of rockwell international and gulfstream aerospace the company ceased
aircraft production in 1986 the 500 commander is the finest
nonpressurized twin ever built ted smith built this plane to military
standards thus it is built like a tank with a stall speed of 58 knots
dirty and a vmc of 65 knots the plane can really get in pretty short
aero commander 500b take off and landing the aero commander family is a
version of the aero commander and turboprop engines renamed the aero
commander in 1950 and a rockwell 1962 aero commander 500a colemill
super 300 shrike conversions 10550 ttsn 755 on factory remans 400
spoh on compact props cool air ac all shrike mods more info after the
500s came a bewildering array of piston powered aero commander models
560fs 680fs 680fls and 680 flps these were pressurized most of which
have long since slipped into the deeper recesses of general aviation
history we have 3 commander 500 series aircraft for sale search our
listings for used new airplanes updated daily from 100 s of private
sellers dealers 1 3 north american rockwell commander 500 aircraft
name ac50 utility and corporate aircraft in service since 1958
developed from 1958 to 1968 low cost model of the 520 series
technical data wing span metric 14 90 m length metric 11 20 m height
metric 4 60 m powerplant 2 x 250 hp lycoming o 540 a2b or engine
model s 1963 aero commander 500b ray jay turbo normolized shrike
conversion full de ice cool air ac system 5125 tt 1100 900 smoh
stunning paint gray leather interior 230 000
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aero commander 500 family wikipedia Apr 19 2024 aero commander 500
family the aero commander 500 family is a series of light twin piston
engined and turboprop aircraft originally built by the aero design and
engineering company in the late 1940s renamed the aero commander
company in 1950 and later a division of rockwell international in 1965
commander 500 aircraft for sale controller com Mar 18 2024 browse
a wide selection of new and used commander 500 aircraft for sale near
you at controller com the leading aircraft marketplace
rockwell commander shrike aero commander 500 plane Feb 17 2024 the
shrike commander is the latest version of the well known aero commander
500 with an extended nose and other features that deal mainly with
styling and extras the 500 is unsurpassed in many ways and enjoys pilot
respect
airplanes we love twin commander 500s aopa Jan 16 2024 two roaring
engines front and rear entry doors unique high wing looks silky handling
and one of the world s coolest names make twin commander s 500s shrike
commander a pilot s dream oh and don t forget that aviation legend bob
hoover used to barrel roll it while pouring a glass of iced tea
this 1961 aero commander 500a is a historically significant Dec 15
2023 this aero commander 500a has 4 193 hours on the airframe 1 429
hours on its right side continental io 520 engine and 1 438 hours on the
left side there are 334 hours on the right propeller and
aero commander 500 family wikiwand Nov 14 2023 the aero commander
500 family is a series of light twin piston engined and turboprop aircraft
originally built by the aero design and engineering company in the late
1940s renamed the aero commander company in 1950 and later a division
of rockwell international in 1965
this 1974 aero commander 500s is a pioneer light twin and an Oct 13
2023 legendary aircraft designer ted smith developed the aero commander
500 after recognizing a need for light twins in the budding ga market
twin commander 500 specifications cabin dimensions performance Sep 12
2023 the twin commander 500 is a light twin piston engined turboprop
aircraft manufactured by aero commander it was introduced in july
1946 the twin commander 500 family is comprised of about 16 variants
all the initial production version was the 200 mph seven seat aero
commander 520
aero commander 500 the encyclopedia of aircraft david c eyre Aug 11
2023 seating up to six persons it was produced in two versions the
500a with two 194 kw 260 hp continental io 470 m engines and the
500b with two 216 kw 290 hp lycoming io 540 b1a engines deliveries of
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the latter model commenced in july 1960
twin commander 500 aviation consumer Jul 10 2023 the 500 series
twins have generous cabins many have modern interiors configured in club
configuration we consider the 500 twin commander a load hauler and the
cabin is as big as you d expect there s no crawling around the seats as in
a cessna 310 or piper aztec
aero commander 500 family youtube Jun 09 2023 the aero commander
500 family is a series of light twin piston engined and turboprop aircraft
originally built by the aero design and engineering company in the late
1940s renamed the aero
aero commander 500a specifications cabin dimensions performance May 08
2023 the aero commander 500 family is a series of light twin piston
engined and turboprop aircraft originally built by the aero design and
engineering company in the late 1940s renamed the aero commander
company in 1950 and a division of rockwell international from 1965
aero commander wikipedia Apr 07 2023 aero commander was an aircraft
manufacturer formed in 1944 in subsequent years it became a subsidiary
of rockwell international and gulfstream aerospace the company ceased
aircraft production in 1986
twin commander 500 shrike avweb Mar 06 2023 the 500 commander is
the finest nonpressurized twin ever built ted smith built this plane to
military standards thus it is built like a tank with a stall speed of 58
knots dirty and a vmc of 65 knots the plane can really get in pretty
short
aero commander 500b take off and landing youtube Feb 05 2023 aero
commander 500b take off and landing the aero commander family is a
version of the aero commander and turboprop engines renamed the aero
commander in 1950 and a rockwell
aero commander for sale used new 1 5 trade a plane Jan 04 2023 1962
aero commander 500a colemill super 300 shrike conversions 10550 ttsn
755 on factory remans 400 spoh on compact props cool air ac all
shrike mods more info
an aero commander restoration aopa Dec 03 2022 after the 500s came
a bewildering array of piston powered aero commander models 560fs
680fs 680fls and 680 flps these were pressurized most of which have
long since slipped into the deeper recesses of general aviation history
commander 500 series for sale used new 1 3 trade a plane Nov 02 2022
we have 3 commander 500 series aircraft for sale search our listings
for used new airplanes updated daily from 100 s of private sellers
dealers 1 3
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north american rockwell commander 500 skybrary aviation safety Oct
01 2022 north american rockwell commander 500 aircraft name ac50
utility and corporate aircraft in service since 1958 developed from
1958 to 1968 low cost model of the 520 series technical data wing
span metric 14 90 m length metric 11 20 m height metric 4 60 m
powerplant 2 x 250 hp lycoming o 540 a2b or engine model s
commander aircraft for sale controller com Aug 31 2022 1963 aero
commander 500b ray jay turbo normolized shrike conversion full de ice
cool air ac system 5125 tt 1100 900 smoh stunning paint gray leather
interior 230 000
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